§1. Introduction. Let a particle move along a straight line a unit distance during every interval of time r. During the first interval T it moves to the right with probability p ± and to the left with probability p^-l -pi> Thereafter at the end of each interval r, the particle with probability p continues its motion in the same direction as in the previous step and with probability q=l -p reverses it. Goldstein [2] , Gillis [1] , Mohan [5] , Gupta [3] , Seth [6] and Jain [4] have considered various aspects of this random walk problem. In this paper we show that various probabilities may be calculated in terms of those which are related to the first passage problems. Finally we obtain the expected number of visits a particle makes to a certain point before getting absorbed. Such a number of visits is frequently required in many physical processes. §2. First passages, etc. Let a rfn (;6 r#w )=Probability that a particle arrives at r for the first time on the «th step given that initially it arrived at the origin from the left (from the right);
Ph^nt» ^i?^^Given that the first step has led a particle from the origin to the right (left), the probability of a particle returning for the mth time to A(>0) on the «th step without having crossed it earlier; /fi*0#l W w*) = The above probabilities, without any restriction on the number of times it crosses h. Supposing that the first passage through 1 occurs at the &th step and following Seth [6] , we have the relations: 
It can also be seen that for />0
Using these generating functions, Seth [6] has given various unconditional probabilities of a particle returning to the origin in hypergeometric forms.
It will be seen in the sequel that the first passage probabilities can also be used to calculate various other probabilities. Now transferring the origin to the position reached by the first step, we have
It follows that
To express/?^* in terms otp { h m^ we note that the particle in tracing such a path from 0 to ft as contributed to/?^* forms (/w -1) waves on the line x=ft, some on the right of it and the remaining on the left. Consider the paths with / (/=0, 1, . . . , ra-1) crossings at ft. Given the positions of the contacts with the barrier h, the / points of the crosses can be chosen in I I ways. Then in each of the paths contributing to p h^, there will be / more reversals and i less continuations of directions at ft than in any path with i crossings at ft and contributing
A similar reasoning shows that
The conditional probabilities of a particle moving from 0 to h in n steps without having crossed the line x=h can be calculated as The probability of a particle arriving at -x on the «th step without returning to the origin where it initially arrived from the left can also be converted into first passage probability in the following manner:
Let this probability be u x>n and let v a . n (v* n )=the probability u^ when the nth step takes the particle to the position -x from the left (from the right).
Evidently
If a path contributing to \ Xt7l is rotated through 180° about the final position and the direction of each step is reversed [i.e., the motion in the kth (k=l, 2, . . . , n) step is in the direction reverse to that in the («-k)th step, or alternatively the path is reflected in the line representing the «th step], we obtain a corresponding path such that the particle takes the first step to the left and arrives at x for the first time on the nth step. The number of reversals and continuations of direction in this path are equal to those in the corresponding path contributing to v x>n . Now transferring the origin to the position reached by the particle on the first step in a congruent path and noting that the first step, viz. of -1 is due to a reversal and the path from --1 to x is a first passage in (n-1) steps, we have
Similarly rotating through 180° about the final position, a path contributing to v* §n (keeping the direction of motion unchanged) we get a congruent path, viz. one traced by a particle taking the first step to the right (with probability q) and arriving to -x for the first time on the nth step, then * (n, v) , the probability of a particle reaching v from the left on the nth step after touching h(>v) just m times and similarly ^(n, v) for the particle reaching v from the right, Gupta [3] showed by the image methods that:
If y m (n, v) be the probability of a particle moving to the lattice point v(<h) in n steps having with h, m contacts, it also follows that
where
Ym(n> v) = Pi*£(n> v) + p 2 Pm(n, »)• Further let a m («, v) =
Given that the first step takes the particle to +1 ; the probability of a particle moving to v(<h) in n steps having with h, m contacts which are all reflections on the left; and similarly fi m (n 9 v) when the first step takes the particle to • -1. We shall prove that We identify the exponent of y with the number of crosses and that of t with the number of right waves. With regard to left waves we notice that before the first one or after the last one or between any pair of two consecutive ones, there is either (i) no crossing and no right wave (ii) 2 crossings and at least one right wave represented by the expression Now in each one of such paths there will be 2k more continuations and 2k less reversals of direction than in its homologues contributing to oc m (n, v) .
Hence the probability of a particle from 0 to v(<h) in n steps with m contacts at h and crossing it at least once is The conditional probabilities of a particle moving from 0 to v in n steps without crossing but undergoing at least one reflection at h are (3.5) <x(n, !?) = 2 a m("> »)> £0, *0 = 2 Pm( n > V )' m §4. Passage in the presence of an absorbing barrier. Let r Xtn (;l xn )=Giyen that the first step is to the right (left), the probability of a particle starting from 0 and reaching to x on the nth step without touching the barrier at a.
(i) case a>x>0
The set of paths contributing to r Xin (or l x>n ) can be divided into two disjoint subsets 1 and 11. The set 1 comprises those paths which lead from 0 to x in n steps without crossing x. The set 11 comprises those paths which lead from 0 to x in n steps after crossing x but not reaching a. 
